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RAC launches first dedicated Truck
Rescue Patrol

The RAC is launching the first of its dedicated Truck Rescue Patrol vehicles in
December, aiming to keep haulage and logistics customers on the move
during the busiest time of the year.

The roadside rescue vehicle will be equipped to deal with specific issues
faced by drivers of any commercial vehicles from 3.5t vans to 44t HGVs.

The service will aim to target the most common causes of breakdown in



commercial vehicles such as batteries and electrical faults, which can be
fixed at the roadside (or depot) to help get the vehicle back on the road and
reduce fleet downtime.

The Truck Rescue Patrol will operate in addition to the RAC’s network of
contractors servicing commercial vehicles. As well as being fully roadside
operational, the patrols will also carry items such as compressors, welding
equipment and the latest diagnostics tools to support commercial vehicle
drivers.

RAC Truck Rescue spokesman Matt Dallaway said the dedicated patrols can
offer a more in-depth service to CV fleets, without the need for a costly and a
time-consuming full recovery, taking the vehicle off the road.

The patrols will also play a role in preventing breakdowns re-occurring in
some situations, such as flat batteries, as the RAC’s advanced diagnostic tools
and technology will find out why it was at fault to stop it happening again.

Dallaway said: “We deal with around 100,000 commercial vehicle breakdowns
every year, including vans, trucks and trailers, so we know what the most
common problems are and a high proportion are fixes that we can do at the
roadside.

“We have launched this as a pilot, in expectation of rolling it out in 2017
more widely, as it will mean a significant extension of our capability for
commercial vehicle repairs, offering a more in-depth service from a highly
trained engineer dedicated to this sector.”

The new RAC Truck Rescue patrol will not only be able to deal with many of
the breakdown issues commercial fleets face, but also help vehicles be
compliant with as the van will carry numerous parts essential to meeting
national standards required by all commercial vehicles.

For example about 34% of electrical faults that caused a preventable
breakdown for one of RAC’s biggest commercial customers, were bulb-
related.

Dallaway adds: “Working with our customers in the haulage and logistics
sectors for the past three decades, we are well aware of the problems caused



by vehicle downtime, which is especially frustrating if it’s unnecessary.

“These patrols are dedicated to our CV customers kitted out with the tools
and technology to do the jobs specific to their fleets, and thanks to our
network of suppliers we can get the parts we need even if it’s not on the van.

“Hauliers are central to the success of our economy as the vast majority of
goods are transported by road. That is why this Christmas, we’re determined
to do what we can for our customers to make sure they stay on track for their
deliveries by ensuring those minor breakdowns don’t snowball into bigger
problems.”

The RAC Truck Rescue pilot patrol was launched week beginning December
5, and is expected to be expanded across the country during 2017.
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About the RAC

With more than eight million members, the RAC is one of the UK's most
progressive motoring organisations, providing services for both private and
business motorists. Whether it's roadside assistance, insurance, buying a used
car, vehicle inspections and checks, legal services or up-to-the-minute traffic
and travel information – the RAC offers a solution for all motoring needs. The
RAC is committed to making motoring easier, safer, more affordable and
more enjoyable for drivers and road users.

The RAC is the motorist’s champion and campaigns to support the interests of
its members and UK motorists at a national level, including advancing levels
of road safety, supporting the needs of young drivers and voicing concerns
about the increasing cost of motoring. The RAC’s annual Report on Motoring
– first published in 1989 – provides a clear insight into the concerns and
issues facing today’s motorists.

http://www.rac.co.uk/advice/reports-on-motoring


For the very latest news on UK fuel prices, check RAC Fuel Watch or follow
#racfuelwatch on Twitter. This is a comprehensive guide to the latest UK
unleaded petrol and diesel prices – both at the wholesale level and at the
pump. RAC Fuel Watch analyses how prices changed through the previous
month and compares the most recent prices with those from three, six and 12
months before.

Key facts:

• RAC patrols fix four out of five vehicles at the roadside and on
average within 30 minutes

• RAC vans carry more than 500 parts and tools to get members’
vehicles going again

• 92% of members would recommend RAC Rescue to their friends
and family
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